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"We are starting with the fundamental principle that we are all citizens and equal citizens of one state.

You may belong to any religion or caste or creed---that has nothing to do with the business of the

state.---I think we should keep that in front as our ideal and you will find that in course of time Hindues

would cease to be Hindues and Muslims would cease to be Muslims,not in the religious sense

because that is the personal faith of each individual,but in the political sense as citizens of the state."  

(Constitutional Development in Pakistan by G.W.Choudhry p,45)                                  
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 career 

  classfellows 





 Sir Isaac Newton1643-1727 

  William Stukeley  normal 

 Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton's Life

"When formerly, the notion of gravitation came into his mind. It was occasioned by the fall of an apple,

as he sat in contemplative mood.Why should that apple always descend perpendicularly to the ground 

,thought he to himself.Why should it not go sideways or upward ,but constantly to the Earth's center."





 Michael White 

"Newton himself often told that story that he was inspired to formulate his theory of gravitation by

watching the fall of an apple from a tree."(White,Michael(1997).Isaac Newton:The Last Sorcerer.p.86)  
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 Plato  Socrates 

 Virtue is Knowledge  Aristotle
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Supreme Ultimate 

 Universal Truth
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 Nicolaus Copernicus-1473-1543 





 Church 



 De revolutionibus orbium coelestium 





Martin 

 John Calvin-1509-1564  Luther-1483-1546

 Galileo Galilei-1564-1642 





















     

    

 






 


 

 Virtue is Knowledge 








 "But as, for Socrates, the sole condition of virtue is knowledge, and as knowledge is just what can be

imparted by teaching, it followed that virtue must be teachable. The only difficulty is to find the teacher, 

to find someone who knows the concept of virtue. What the concept of virtue is that is, thought 

Socrates, the precious piece of knowledge, which no philosopher has ever discovered and which, if it 

were only discovered, could at once be imparted by teaching, where upon men would at once become

virtuous." (A critical history of Greek philosophy by W.T. Stace p.149)











  





 western philosophy 



 John Keats/1795-1821 







Beauty is truth; truth, beauty that's all.Ye know on earth,and all ye need to know. 



 Truth  Beauty 















Virtue is Knowledge ; Knowledge,Virtue that's all.Ye know on earth,and all ye need to know. 













 Supreme Ultimate Universal Truth 

 

 (Marcus Tullius Cicero-106 BC � 43 BC) 







"Socrates was the man to bring Philosophy down from the heavens and set her firmly in cities on earth, bringing 

her into the homes of the people, and making them consider their lives and their standards of behaviour." [Cicero, 

Fragments V4, 10]
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